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The complexing reagents allow to increase the sensitivity of flameless atomic
absorption determination of high - and medium-volatile elements with monooxide
dissociation energy less than 650 Id/mol. Some reagents as phenanthrohne and
hydroxyquinoline, pyridylazonaphthol, pyridylazoresorcine, sodium and ammonium solts
of diethyldithiocarbamate and pyrolidinedithiocarbamate, aminopoliphosphonic acids,
xylenol orange, sulphosalicylic acid and some others were used as matrix modifiers The
particularity of such reagents is the influence of complexformation processes in solution
and further high temperature complex transformation on absorbance signal of the
determining elements. The optimization of pH and the choice of sutable solvent and
modifier concentration are necessary for successful utilization of complexing modifiers. It
was shown that in the determination conditions of stabilized temperature platform furnace
proposed reagents decrease nickel, copper, aluminium, tin, manganese, lead, cadmium
detection limit morp than traditionally used palladium salts, ascorbic acid, EDTA The
same assertion is also true for analysis of solutions with high sulphite and chloride content,
with copper salts, nitric and hydrochloric acids, with high hardness Depending on matrix
and element the detection limit can be decreased by 5-10 times The decrease probably
arise from.

- changing of chemical composition of the analyte preatomization substance and
atomization mechanism,

- decreasing of free oxygen content in furnace atmosphere,
- analyte atoms delay in atomizer and the absorbance signal displace to high

temperature zone. Thermostabilization ability is higher for metalcomplex modifiers such as
palladium piridylazoresorcinate, diethyldithiocarbamate and acetylacetonate; the palladium
expense can be cut down.

The correlation between atomic absorption increase and chelate stability constants
was established for copper, cobalt, lead, zink and cadmium pindylazoresorcinates The
correlation between temperature characteristics of complex and reagent decomposition and
signal enhancement is more sharp. The processes of pretreatment stage were investigated
by UV, IR and ESR - spectroscopy, thermogravimetry and X-ray difraction that allowed to
draw a conclusion about high temperature processes of chelates transformation at 100-400°
C which are accompanied by appearance of stabilized free organic radicals in furnace The
reagent efficiency is determined by the proximity of complex and reagent decompositon
temperature The decreasing of the detection limit for palladium-complex modifiers
depends upon their thermal stability Some theoretical models allowing to prognosis with
the help of calculation the sensitivity increasing in the presence of complexing reagents
were suggested


